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take advantage of neW 
business oPPortunities 
With rhomobile suite
now that you can create applications that can cost-
effectively address a heterogeneous mobile device pool, 
you need to determine where you want to focus your 
application development efforts to maximize application 
sales. Following is a discussion of some of today’s  
most prevalent mobility trends and how rhomobile 
suite can help you take advantage of the related 
business opportunity.

oPPortunitY 
the rising need for the hYbrid  
mobile aPP — Part native, Part ‘Cloud’
while web-based mobile applications are a quick way to 
support multiple devices and platforms, they represent 
an older paradigm and as such, are not experiencing the 
traction of native apps. new powerful mobile devices 
and tablets have caused a shift away from the web 
to the “app internet,” a term coined by Forrester ceo 
George colony. 

according to colony, two ways of computing have 
dominated over the past 20 years. the first i’ll call the 
“microsoft model” — where local personal computers 
do most of the work. the second model is the web/
cloud model, in which most of the work happens on 
remote servers. both are outmoded. the microsoft 
model fails to leverage the economies of scale in the 
cloud; web/cloud fail to leverage the exponential 
growth in the power of local storage and processors.

so what comes next? something i call the “app internet.”  
in this model, powerful local devices (pcs, smartphones, 
tablets) run applications that simultaneously and 
seamlessly take advantage of resources in the web/
cloud. if you want to see this model in action, check out 
iphone and android applications.

how rhomobile suite helps:
rhomobile suite makes it easy to create applications in  
this new paradigm. with rhomobile suite, your applications  
can leverage all the power of the features native on the 
mobile device — smartphone, mobile computer, tablet 
and more — yet still leverage back end business data, 

introduCtion:  
the next generation  
of business mobilitY
the business mobility landscape has changed 
— it is now a part of everyday life, deeply 
embedded in our personal lives and in the 
process of rapid adoption in the business world, 
where it helps users work faster and smarter. 
Fueling the rapid adoption in the business world 
is a new generation of mobile devices that give 
enterprises more types of devices to choose  
from — from smartphones to tablets — all  
with the power to run the most demanding 
enterprise applications.

but selecting different types of devices for 
different types of workers creates a pool of 
mobile devices with different screen sizes, 
different screen resolutions, different feature 
sets and even different operating systems. the 
result is the need for next generation business 
mobility applications that can accommodate this 
device disparity without requiring many versions 
of the same application.

enter rhomobile suite, from motorola solutions. 
rhomobile suite allows developers to write 
an application once — and run it on any 
mobile device and any operating system. the 
applications can behave identically or differently 
on different devices — the choice is yours. 
applications can take advantage of every feature 
on every mobile device. and since this html5 
development platform is free from typical 
operating system application design constraints, 
you can design robust business applications that 
have the same elegant and intuitive interfaces 
found in consumer applications.
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enterprise, allowing your customers to embrace byod 
programs without an increase in application-related 
costs. the result is a win-win for everyone. For 
businesses, application development and maintenance 
costs won’t spiral out of control. workers get the 
comfort of using familiar devices during process 
‘makeovers’ that strip time and errors out of everyday 
tasks. and you, the developer, can increase sales and 
maximize profit margins through the cost-effective 
creation of os-agnostic applications that enable the 
new byod trend.

oPPortunitY
the mobile Point of sale (mPos) boom
numerous vertical markets are embracing the power of 
the mobile pos — the ability to process a sale right on 
the spot with a smartphone, mobile computer or tablet. 
retailers and restaurants are shedding the costs and 
inflexibility of their wired checkout stands, allowing 
workers to ring up purchases in the aisles of a store  
or tableside at a restaurant, at any time. out in the  
field, workers can bill and accept payment right in  
the customer’s location — home or business — 
allowing contractors, plumbers, electricians and  
more to improve the efficiency and length of time  
of the billing cycle.

one of the major technologies gaining ground in 
mobile payment solutions is the use of near Field 
communications (nFc) for convenient contactless mobile 

regardless of whether users are connected to a wireless 
network. app interfaces can be written in html5. and 
with rhoconnect, part of the rhomobile suite, you can 
easily connect your applications to one or more backend 
data sources that reside back in the enterprise.

oPPortunitY 
the ‘bring Your oWn deviCe’  
(bYod) movement
many of today’s businesses are implementing  
byod initiatives, where users can bring their personal 
devices to work to use during the workday. there  
are advantages for businesses and users alike. 
businesses do not need to purchase so many devices, 
driving capital expenditures down. and since workers 
are already familiar with their own devices, training is 
virtually eliminated.

the biggest issue becomes the business applications. 
users are bringing devices with non-standard operating 
systems to work — including smartphones and tablets 
with the apple® ios or Google’s android®. the 
enterprise faces the need to develop and maintain 
multiple versions of an application — one for each 
operating system.

how rhomobile suite helps:
rhomobile suite addresses this issue by streamlining 
the creation of true os-agnostic applications, allowing 
you to cost-effectively develop business applications 
that can run on virtually any mobile device in the 

Considering reducing corporate liable 54%

Considering reducing individual liable devices 13%

allowing employees to buy/select their own devices 42%

allowing employees to use their own devices 67%

limit employee capability to send emails (internal, blocks) 13%

Which of the following changes is your company considering in how it manages mobile services/devices?

over 67 percent of the companies surveyed are considering byod programs, creating a need for true os-agnostic enterprise applications 
that can run on enterprise-owned and employee-owed mobile devices — regardless of operating system or display size.
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over the next few years, there will be at least ten 
smartphone operating systems and there are numerous 
ways of accessing accessories and purchasing objects: 
rFid, nFc ecma 340, nFc ecma 342, along with 
devices such as the square credit card reader. in short, 
there are hundreds of ways to program the same 
logistical process. 

how rhomobile suite helps:
Frameworks like rhomobile suite that expose 
common ways of doing the same logical tasks 
provide a simpler approach to writing applications 
that work across different operating systems and 
with different accessories. rhomobile suite offers a 
unified application programming interface (api) that 
supports nFc and other external devices to address 
this challenge in a way that individual device software 
developer kits (sdKs) cannot. with rhomobile suite, 
you can help make the potential of mobile payment 
applications a reality for enterprises all over the world. 

payments, where customers can just wave their card or 
even their smartphone over the nFc reader to authorize 
payment. the payment card or payment information 
never leaves the customer’s hands, improving security 
and eliminating the opportunity for a customer to 
inadvertently leave a card behind.

with the introduction of full read-write nFc support 
in android 3.0, nFc is poised to experience huge 
growth. as shown in the figure below, isuppli research 
is predicting a 43 percent increase in nFc-equipped 
smartphone shipments alone from 2010 to 2014. and 
nFc tags are more frequently embedded in everyday 
objects, allowing consumers to interact with objects 
with their smartphones. 

however, from a developer’s perspective, nFc brings 
numerous logistical challenges. there is no single 
standard utilized to interface with all the various  
nFc chips and external accessories on the market. 
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Projected growth in nfC-equipped smartphone shipments

the huge boom in the anticipated volume of nFc-equipped smartphones presents an opportunity for developers to turn smartphones 
as well as other mobile devices into a mobile pos, ready to accept payments from nFc-enabled cards or nFc-enabled smartphones. 
and as more consumers carry nFc-enabled smartphones, retailers need to be ready for shoppers who will expect to be able to use 
their nFc-enabled smartphones to make contactless payments in the store.

source: isuppli research, 2010
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ConClusion
as smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices grow 
in sophistication and power, they will continue to play a 
larger role in the enterprise by helping businesses work  
better, smarter and faster. From byod and nFc to the 
“app internet,” many of today’s key trends will shape 
the look and feel of mobile business applications over  
the next few years. modern app development frameworks  
like rhomobile suite will help developers take advantage  
of these trends and compete more efficiently by enabling  
the development of applications that meet the needs of 
this next generation of business mobility. 

oPPortunitY
Cost-effeCtive business 
doCumentation and ComPlianCe
in a variety of industries, business activities need to be 
recorded for numerous reasons: to capture billable time 
and to comply with legal regulations that require the 
documentation. this often requires recording of phone 
calls, the capture of video, document capture and more. 
these requirements can make it difficult for businesses 
to deploy mobile devices in the workforce – or if 
they are presently able to capture what they need on 
mobile devices, to migrate to newer devices with non-
standard enterprise operating systems such as android 
smartphones and tablets.

but with rhomobile suite, you can create applications 
that not only work on different operating systems, but 
can also take advantage of whatever features are on 
the various types of mobile devices. the result is the 
creation of applications that allow businesses to fully 
utilize the devices they have deployed today, yet easily 
migrate to the devices of tomorrow — complete with 
the ability to leverage any new technologies that may be 
on new devices, from biometrics to chemical sensors.

For information on how motorola solutions can help you create 
next-generation os-agnostic mobile applications, please visit 
www.motorolasolutions.com/rhomobilesuite.
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about rhomobile suite
rhomobile suite from motorola solutions provides all 

the features you need to build next generation mobile 

applications for the enterprise. this html5 cross-platform 

development framework brings together a consumer-style 

application experience with an enterprise-grade feature 

set. the rhomobile suite supports all of today’s popular 

mobile operating systems, including android®, apple® 

ios, blackberry® os, windows® embedded handheld, 

windows® ce and windows® phone 7 and operating 

systems and you can easily create one version of the 

application that works on all these devices.


